Motivated by the desire to detect automatically instances of internet filtering and censorship, we propose an approach based on principle component analysis to identify per-country anomalous periods in the usage of censorship circumvention tools, and demonstrate the applicability of this approach with global usage statistics from the Tor Project. Our technique is presented as a tool that automatically highlights periods of anomalous usage of Tor on a per-country basis and ranks countries' level of anomalous behaviour over given time periods, but is also applicable to usage data of other services. In contrast to previous country-specific investigations, the technique presented here uses deviation from expected patterns of behaviour, calculated on a per-country basis, to identify countries whose usage of Tor have deviated from those of similarly behaving countries. We demonstrate the effectiveness of this approach against known historical filtering events as well as synthetically injected anomalous events, and evaluate the sensitivity of this technique against different classes of usage anomaly. Our results suggest that patterns of usage of circumvention tools, such as the Tor Project, act not only as direct indicators of network filtering but also as a meaningful proxy variable for related events, such as protests or political unrest, in which internet use is restricted.
Introduction
Nation states, and others, have increasingly begun to employ internet filtering as a means of controlling access to information, and as a tool to limit certain forms of social and political organisation. Given the central role that the internet plays in communications for a large and increasing proportion of the global population, understanding the application and development of filtering technologies, and the effects of these methods on individuals and society, is of great importance. Whilst analyses of known filtering infrastructures provide useful data for identifying tools, techniques, and limitations of these entities, discovering internet filtering behaviour in less-studied regions is of great importance.
Much existing research into internet filtering has focused either on observing practices of states already known engage in filtering, or in the development of censorship circumvention tools. Whilst multilateral studies of censorship have been conducted, most notably the seminal work of Deibert et al. [7] , these approaches have typically amalgamated manual country-specific investigations. In the case of [7] , countries were hand-ranked according to a number of broad criteria for internet freedom, based on network measurements as well as media reporting and expert interviews.
A core problem in research into network filtering is the discovery of filtering events and their targets. To date, most technical analyses of filtering have focused on known filtering countries, or on word of mouth or media reports regarding new events. The work presented here is intended to provide a means to alert researchers and activists to potential developing events that may otherwise have been missed, by focusing on patterns of circumvention tool usage around the world.
We highlight that blind analysis of patterns of circumvention tool usage cannot themselves prove that a state is engaging in network filtering. A variety of different events affect the usage of circumvention tools: political unrest, media reports, elections, natural disasters, and many others could cause users to make use of such tools for a variety of reasons. One major form of event, however, that affects the usage of circumvention tools will be the imposition, or relaxation, of internet filtering and the corresponding rise or fall in people who choose to adopt such a tool.
The work presented here is motivated by a desire to identify global patterns of internet filtering 1 through automated approaches based on network data, and to link these events to their broader social and political context. In the current work we focus on the former whilst considering the means to achieve the latter.
Contributions
This work makes both theoretical contributions to anomaly detection, specifically in circumvention tool usage; and a practical contributions in the form of an implemented tool for detecting anomalous events in Tor usage data. Specifically, we make the following practical contributions:
• A tool to detect and highlight anomalous periods in per-country usage of the Tor network, making use of published metrics;
• a ranking of the most anomalous countries, in terms of usage, over a given time period; 1 The term censorship is commonly used in the field to refer to manipulation of network traffic for social or political purposes. To avoid making normative judgements on the nature of particular events, we prefer the more neutral terms filtering, blocking, or manipulation when possible.
Our practical contribution is built on our key theoretical contribution:
• An application of principal component analysis to detecting and quantifying anomalous periods of per-country usage, applied over highdimensional, non-stationary, time series data.
We validate our approach's effectiveness through detecting both a range of test anomalies artificially injected into the data, and known reported filtering events against the Tor network.
As an addition to the above, we suggest that usage data for tools such as the Tor project, and others, can act as practical and effective proxy variables for identifying a wider class of internet-focused social and political events around the world.
Problem and Approach
When an entity, such as a state, chooses to filter or block certain types of information, the resulting patterns of traffic reflect the intervention in the form of statistical anomalies. In a global system, in which many entities may be interfering with traffic or publicising their attempts to do so, it is desirable to identify localised anomalies and to gain an understanding of their nature.
We seek to detect anomalous behavior in patterns of circumvention tool traffic, motivated by the desire to identify, directly or indirectly, filtering practices; as such, we focus on usage data from circumvention tools, most notably the Tor project. Despite our focus on filtering practices, the usage patterns of a tool such as Tor are also affected by a range of exogenous factors such as social and political unrest, genuine network outages, and media reporting. It is therefore hard to assert any form of causal relationship between observed anomalies and technical filtering interventions. The work presented here should therefore more correctly be identified as detecting statistical anomalies in circumvention tool usage to provide a series of indicators that a certain state is worthy of further investigation over a given time period.
We consider the problem of detecting events of interest from the perspective of anomalous behaviour in traffic flows. Key to our approach is the modelling of each country's behaviour as a function of the behaviour of other countries, with time periods judged as anomalous if they deviate from these models. More intuitively: if a country typically exhibits similar patterns of usage to some subset of other countries, it is of interest when its usage patterns start to deviate significantly from those other countries' usage.
The intuition underlying this work is that, in the absence of interference, certain network statistics for countries are likely to fall into one of a small number of classes, and that this classification will remain relatively stable over time. If an individual country begins to deviate from its prior classification, it suggests that a key factor regulating that usage has altered; this may be a filtering intervention, such as the blocking of a major service or tool. Of course, this may also indicate some other technical, or nontechnical, factor such as a network outage causing anomalous behaviour.
In our approach, we employ principal component analysis to construct a continually-updated model of each country's observed usage. This model can be considered a simplified linear combination of per-country statistics that approximates the original data, with minor variances falling outside the model. By differencing the observed usage data against the approximate model, we produce a series of per-country residuals that correspond to localised anomalies with respect to the modelled behaviour.
The fundamental technique underlying this approach, which splits the set of principal components into normal and anomalous subspaces, was initially proposed by Jackson and Mudholkar [13] for application in industrial process control. It was later employed by Lakhina et al. [17] to detect overall network-wide traffic anomalies from per-link data in high-performance networks. In contrast our approach focuses not on network-wide conditions, but on percountry variations, and explicity accounts for longterm evolution of the data.
We adapt the subspace anomaly technique to time series data by applying it over a rolling time window, and make use of robust statistics [12] to correct for long-term shifts in usage and to specify adaptively the per-country conditions that should be considered as anomalous.
We discuss the technique of principal component analysis in §3.2, and the details of the PCA-subspace methodology in §3.2.2.
Existing Work
Internet filtering, and more broadly censorship, has received attention from a number of fields of study. Technical research has focused on analysing mechanisms of censorship, and the development of censorship circumvention approaches. At the same time, researchers from the social sciences have investigated the motivations of censors, and the legal, economic, and societal effects of such systems. We argue that a holistic understanding of internet filtering, and the interaction between technical capabilities and human factors, is necessary to influence its future development.
Technical Analyses
Arguably the most well-known national-level filtering system is that of China, commonly known as the Great Firewall. One of the earliest significant studies of this system was presented by Clayton et al. [4] , who isolated one mechanism by which connections were interrupted if particular keywords were identified in traffic. The mechanism discovered by Clayton et al. resulted in TCP RST packets being sent from an intermediary router to both source and destination of a connection if a filtering criterion was met. The authors further demonstrated that if the two endpoints of the connection ignored the TCP RST, the connection could successfully continue.
In more recent work, it has become apparent that the Chinese approach to filtering is both complex and evolving. In two recent papers, a group of anonymous researchers have explored manipulation, or poisoning, of DNS records that pass through China [2, 3] . This work has identified DNS manipulation as one of the most prevalent forms of filtering in China. Similarly, Wright [30] demonstrated that DNS censorship was experienced differently in different regions within China, with significant variation in the nature of the DNS poisoning seen across the country.
Crandall et al. [5] make use of latent semantic analysis to derive, from known terms blocked in HTTP traffic going into China, semantically related keywords that might also be blocked. These derived keywords can then be verified by the simple process of attempting to make HTTP connections into China containing the suspect words. This approach aims to produce a continually-updated list of blocked terms that could be used to maintain an understanding of those terms most offensive to the filtering authorities.
Global Studies
Perhaps the most comprehensive study to date of global filtering practices is given by Deibert et al. [7] . In this work the authors carried out a range of remote and in-country analyses over a number of years, incorporating both technical measurements and interviews with local experts. The resulting research presented a series of snapshots of individual countries, with both an overview of the social, political, and technical landscape, and censorship practices rated on a simple scale in various categories of content: political, social, conflict and security, and internet tools.
Whilst the approach of [7] is far more comprehensive in its scope than other studies, it relies on a largely manual process that would require significant ongoing resources to maintain as a continuous overview of the state of internet filtering.
More recently, the OONI project [22] has developed a platform to conduct a variety of tests for network filtering, with the intention of building a global network of volunteer operators. Whilst the project has produced a number of useful analyses of filtering events, the project is still in its infancy and is subject to a number of significant ethical concerns with respect to the risks to participants in the network [31] ; we discuss these in greater detail in §3.8.
Certain types of filtering act less on network traffic in transit, and more on application level or social filtering. King et al. [16] studied manual censorship practices in Chinese long-form blogging, and demonstrated that the Chinese censorship authorities were chiefly concerned with preventing calls to collective action whilst allowing significant levels of government criticism.
Anomaly Detection
The Tor project maintain a censorship flagging tool, as described by Danezis [6] , that assesses the ratio of daily connections on a per-country basis over a sevenday time period. If a country's ratio of users falls significantly outside of the globally-observed usage trends for Tor based on the fifty largest Tor-using countries, which are presumed not to filter connections, then a day is judged to be of interest.
Principal component subspace analysis was used by Lakhina et al. [17] to identify network-wide anomalies in high-speed networks, where long-term patterns are assumed stable, via data gathered from a restricted set of link-level observation points. This is in contrast to our approach, which identifies per-country anomalies in usage data over a sliding time window in data that is assumed non-stationary.
Several other works have extended or expanded aspects of this approach, notably [27] , [32] , and [11] . These largely focus, however, on using a small number of network observation points to infer networkwide anomalies, and as such typically begin from relatively low-dimensional data. Our approach specifically focuses on per-observation anomalies across a dataset with several hundred dimensions, representing individual countries, in order to highlight states displaying anomalous behaviour.
In addition, to counter the effects of significant long-term shifts in the underlying data, we also perform analyses over a rolling time window to cancel out large-scale developing patterns. This is discussed in greater detail in §3.2.3.
Methodology
In this section we discuss the fundamental techniques underlying our approach, and discuss their application to the dataset we use in the rest of this work.
Tor
Tor [9] is an approach to anonymous web-browsing that offers realistic compromises between latency, usability, and the strength of the anonymity properties that it provides. The most visible end-user aspect of Tor is the Tor Browser Bundle, which provides a webbrowser that both uses the Tor network for transport, and is tailored to reduce identifiability of end users.
Managed by the Tor Project, Tor has developed into a global network of volunteer-run relays that forward traffic on behalf of other users. The network makes use of an onion routing approach that build encrypted circuits between relays, preventing most realistic adversaries from linking Tor users to particular streams of traffic exiting the network.
The most sigificant aspect of the Tor network for the present work is that, by its nature, users' traffic is relayed via third parties. As such, and in addition to its anonymity properties, Tor provides a means to bypass many forms of internet filtering. Censorship circumvention is a core aspect of the Tor Project's goals, and significant ongoing research work [20, 29] is aimed at ensuring that Tor continues to offer means to evade national-level filters.
While the extent and popularity of Tor's use in regions that experience significant levels of filtering, such as China, is open to debate [26] , Tor is known to have been blocked actively by a number of states, including China and Iran, that object to its use to bypass local internet restrictions and to act anonymously. Significantly, Tor is also arguably the highest-profile censorship circumvention tool at the international level and has received significant media coverage, making it one of the tools of choice for internet activists.
Tor Metrics Data
Tor's role as a high-profile censorship circumvention network make it a useful indicator of global filtering practices. To support analysis of the tool, the Tor project provide estimated daily per-country usage statistics.
Gathering statistics in the Tor network is inherently a difficult task, as the anonymity properties of the network preclude the identification of individual users via their connections. Instead, the Tor Project make use of client requests to central directory authorities to estimate overall user numbers.
When a Tor client connects to the network, or desires to refresh its view of the network, it connects to one of a small number of directory authorities that store a list of all active Tor relays. These directory servers count the number of requests received each day, and geolocate the requesting IP addresses [19] . The resulting aggregate request statistics are passed to a centralised Tor metrics portal, from which data is freely available [23] .
It is assumed that each client, on average, will make ten requests per day, and as such the aggregate user statistics are divided by ten to provide a final estimate of usage. This data is averaged across each 24-hour period to provide the average number of concurrently connected Tor clients for that day [24] . Whilst the number of distinct clients per day cannot be estimated with any accuracy, the methodology of the Tor metrics portal provides a sufficiently stable estimate.
From these estimates we obtain a set of 251 time series representing individual countries according to the GeoIP database used by Tor. These time series comprise daily observations ranging from the beginning of September 2011 to the time of writing 2 . From these, we remove those countries whose Tor usage never rises above 500 users, on the basis that with such a small number of users, almost any change in use is sufficient to be considered an anomaly. Our techniques can be applied to all countries in the dataset, however, this runs the risk of creating a significant number of false positives 3 . 
Principal Component Analysis
Principal component analysis was developed by Pearson [21] as a means to produce tractable low-dimensional approximations of high-dimensional datasets. The original set of variables, which may display correlations, are transformed to a set of linearly uncorrelated variables know as principal components.
Principal component analysis transforms a dataset to a new coordinate system in which orthogonal axes, the principal components, successively represent the direction of greatest variance in the data. The majority of the variance lies along the first coordinate axis, with the orthogonal coordinate axis that describes the next highest degree of variance being the second principal component. This process continues until the data is fully described by a set of principal components of equal cardinality to the original set of dimensions. Figure 1 demonstrates this transformation on a simple two-dimensional dataset.
When data displays a high degree of correlation between variables then a small number of the most significant principal components may be sufficient to describe the original data to a high degree of accuracy. In many practical scenarios, high dimensional data can be described using only two or three of the most significant principal components.
Before application of principal component analysis, data is typically transformed on a per-dimension basis, to be zero-mean; and scaled to unit variance to ensure that each dimension contributes equally to the result. See [14] for a detailed treatment of principal component analysis and the various choices and compromises to be made when applying the technique.
Application to Tor Metrics Data
Our set of observations can be considered as an m×n matrix X, in which the n columns correspond to individual countries, and the m rows correspond to dateindexed observations. Each row x i of X represents a point in n-dimensional space. As noted above, each column is transformed to have a zero mean.
The purpose of a principal components analysis is to form a projection of X into a p-dimensional subspace, where p ≤ n, such that the sum of the squares of the distances between points and their projection in the subspace are minimized. There are various ways to achieve this, but the most well-known is by maximising the covariance matrix of the projected data.
For our matrix of observations, X, we wish to calculate a set of principal components W , where |W | = n. This is achieved by an iterative procedure. The first principal component is defined as the vector that maximises the variance in X:
Subsequent components are those vectors that account for the maximum variance in the residuals between X and the projection of X onto the current set of components. The residuals from the first k − 1 principal components can be expressed as:
Subspace Analysis
As noted above, principal component analysis is a means to project n-dimensional data onto a pdimensional subspace, which accounts for the majority of the variance in the original dataset. As we are interested in anomalies in data rather than underlying trends, it is possible to consider principal component anaysis as dividing the data into two subspaces: a modelled normal subspace that accounts for overall trends, and an anomalous subspace that is not accounted for by the selected components.
Subspace analysis focuses on the anomalous subspace by inverting the transform using a restricted In contrast to a reduced-dimensional approximation of the data, we are left with a set of residuals that express variances in the data not captured by the chosen set of principal components, and which thus reflect aspects of the data that are not modelled by the more significant components. Intuitively, these residuals reflect behaviour that is not captured by the approximate model. A large-scale residual typically represents behaviour that deviates significantly from previous patterns, and is thus of interest.
We scale these residual errors in proportion to the original data to produce a set of proportional residuals for each of the n countries.
To illustrate, Figure 2 shows the pattern of overall daily usage of Tor China, against the normalised residual prediction error for each day.
Rolling Analysis
As discussed in §1.2, we are interested in evaluating the deviation of individual countries from their predicted patterns over time. In order to highlight developing patterns we therefore do not calculate principal components over the entire time series, which would tend to obscure developing anomalies, but instead perform a rolling principal component analysis over smaller time windows within the series.
A further justification for this approach is that principal component analysis treats each observation within a time window of X as a point in R n , but does not capture the sequential relationship between successive observations. By reducing the time window of observations we focus the analysis, on each successive window, on observations occurring temporally close to each other. This allows the analysis to ignore past and future relative shifts in trends.
We conduct the calculation of residuals only on the final row of each window, corresponding to the most recent observation. Residual anomalies for each day therefore result from the principal components for a prior fixed-length time window.
A principal component analysis requires that there be at least as many data points as there are dimensions in the data, providing a lower-bound on the number of days that must be included in the rolling analysis. At the same time, incorporating too many days into the analysis risks including data that has become irrelevant due to the shift in usage patterns. As a reasonable compromise between short-term sensitivity of results and the dimensionality of the data, all experiments in §4 make use of a rolling 180-day time window.
Our approach makes no assumption that the principal components calculated over each time window are consistent. Whilst the most significant principal components are likely to be similar across time windows, less significant principal components are highly likely to be differing linear combinations of observations. As we are interested in the aggregated principal components in the anomalous subspace, however, this is unlikey to have significant effects on our results. See Ringberg et al. [25] for a discussion of this topic.
Selection of Components
For many applications, a small number of principal components is sufficient to describe a sufficiently large proportion of the variance in a dataset. Lakhina et al. [17] note that multivariate network traffic time series often exhibit low overall dimensionality, and are the well described by small numbers of principal components.
One accepted technique when selecting an appropriate number of components is to calculate the proportion of variance explained by each component, and identify the "elbow" point at which successive principal components add comparitively little extra information about of the dataset. This is typically achieved through visual inspection of a scree plot of principal component variance scores.
A second common approach is to make use of Kaiser's criterion [15] to select only those principal components with eigenvalue greater than 1, representing those components that provide more information than a single average component.
It is worth noting that most approaches to selection of principal components are focused on an appropriate tradeoff between minimising the number of dimensions to be used in further analysis and maximising the explained variance in the data. As the approach taken here is explicitly focused on the residual subspace, however, there is an argument that erring on the side of less principal components, and thus preserving a greater number of residuals, may be of use.
In line with Kaiser's criterions our experimental results support a value of twelve principal components. As such our tool, and the experiments conducted in the remainder of this work, make use of twelve principal components by default. It is worth noting, however, that this is a potential tuning parameter of the technique, and that a different set of principal components may be more appropriate for other data sources.
Having discussed the various aspects of the approach, we now detail the specific methodology employed in the experiments.
Applied Subspace Analysis
The previous sections detailed our underlying approach proposed to detecting per-country usage anomalies. We will now discuss how this approach can be applied in practice to the Tor metrics data as the basis for the experimental results shown in §4.
As noted above, our approach differs from most other subspace analyses in that we focus specifically on anomalies appearing in individual dimensions of the time series, rather than reconstituting systemwide anomalies from a small number of observation points, and makes explicit allowance for shifts in the long term mean of the individual countries in the dataset and their relation to each other.
Our approach allows for global trends in the set of observations to be discounted by considering only anomalies that occur within individual time series outside of global trends. In practice, this allows for internet-wide events, such as global shifts in network usage or large-scale blackouts, not to be identified as anomalies.
This discounting of large-scale events is a significant advantage of our approach over other approaches to anomaly detection that perform univariate time series analyses. By incorporating global patterns of usage, we avoid highlight anomalous period that reflect, say, a global botnet or the usage spikes associated with major international events. As we show in §4.1.4, this allows us to focus on those anomalies that are purely local to a given state, or small number of states.
Filtering Events as Usage Anomalies
It is fundamental to the broader goals of this work that usage anomalies in appropriately selected traffic, and in particular from circumvention tools, can be indicative of the imposition or relaxation of filtering. At the same time, it is clear that other types of event, both technical and sociopolitical, can lead to shifting patterns of usage in these tools. This is, however, a fundamental constraint in analysing this data, and we discuss some implications of this and how to address it in §6. We take the view that any statistically significant shift in a country's circumvention tool usage is an event of interest to the filtering research community, whether it results from a direct technical intervention, or otherwise.
In our experiments we make use of the Tor metrics data, from which we aim to identify two forms of event: firstly, direct blocking of the Tor network resulting in anomalies in Tor usage; secondly, changing characteristics of Tor usage in response to exoge-nous factors. The censorship of a major international website, such as YouTube, has the potential to drive a noticeable number of users to Tor, and as such Tor becomes a useful proxy variable [28] for a broader class of filtering behaviour.
The direct effects on usage data from filtering events may be expected to fall into three major classes:
• Sharp drops in Tor usage, indicative of direct blocking of the network.
• Gradual drops in usage, which maybe indicative of more subtle filtering but may also represent the relaxation of other practices, resulting in a decrease in users that consider the use of Tor a necessity.
• Sharp spikes in usage, indicative of the blocking of key resources such as major websites that drive a large number of users to the Tor network.
When judging a particular effect as anomalous, the nature of the specific class of anomaly should be considered. For more extreme events, such as the blocking of Tor directly, or the resulting rise in Tor usage due to the blocking of major internet services, large residuals should be expected. In contrast, the subtler effects of media reporting and general internet policy changes may result in subtler and longer-term anomalies. We leave consideration of this class of anomalies to future work.
Classifying Anomalies through Residuals
The residual errors calculated during the subspace analysis account for variance in the dataset that is not expressed by the chosen principle components in the approximate model. This essentially gives us a measure of how much a given country's Tor usage differs from the majority of world wide Tor usage on any given day. The magnitude and sign of a residual error provides information on the underlying usage and are used to detect anomalous activity.
• A positive residual represents a drop in the actual Tor usage for a given country.
• A negative residual represents an increase in the actual Tor usage for a given country.
• The magnitude of a residual expresses how much a given country varies from the approximated model.
By examining the residuals, rather than the usage, to determine where anomalous usage occurs, we identify periods of activity that vary from the global trends. The magnitude of the residual errors give us a measure on how much the underlying usage varies from the model and thus is used to identify anomalous activity. Furthermore, we can choose to look at separate classes of anomaly by focusing on the sign of the residuals.
Anomalous patterns in flat usage trends
An advantage of identifying anomalies from residual errors, rather than raw usage numbers directly, is that it incorporates the expected trend of the country. This allows periods be identified as anomalous when they show no rise in usage where a rise would have been expected; even a small rise where a large rise is expected can signify an effective decrease in usage of a circumvention tool. This capacity to identify anomalies in seemingly typical usage is an important and unusual aspect of our technique, taking advantage of the relative patterns of usage between countries.
An assumption of our approach is that while overall trends in usage of Tor evolve, relative patterns of Tor between countries are largely consistent over shorter time periods; this view is supported by our experimental results. As a result, we avoid manual selection of large countries as a baseline for Tor usage, and instead employ principal component analysis to identify trends directly.
In the remainder of this work, we evaluate our approach against synthetically injected anomalies in the data to analyse the effectiveness of our detection methods as the magnitude and severity of the anomalies vary. We also conduct a series of analyses of the Tor metrics data to identify anomalous countries and specific periods of anomalous behaviour. Finally, we compare our detection mechanism against the small number of verified reported blocking events against the Tor network.
Expected Error and Anomalous Threshold
A key element in the approach presented in this work is to determine an appropriate threshold for events to be considered anomalous. The size of this threshold value is inherently linked to the expected error in the technique. We here discuss and justify our approach to calculating this threshold, making use of robust statistics [12] to minimise false detection rates. Our technique relies on predicting an individual country's usage for a given day through a linear combination of the usage of other countries for that day, as defined by the principal components. The discrepancy between the prediction and the observed value defines the residual error. Sufficiently large errors are considered anomalous.
Fixed Threshold
A naïve anomalous threshold can be defined simply as a proportion of the usage for that day. If the predicted value falls outside of a given percentage of the true value, a period can be marked as anomalous.
This approach is, however, problematic for a number of reasons. Perhaps the most critical for our application is that different countries in the dataset may be predicted more or less accurately on average than others. As such, countries that are typically predicted poorly by the model, for some reason, will produce a high proportion of anomalous periods.
Dynamic Threshold
To avoid the problems with a fixed threshold, we calculate a threshold based on the characteristics of each country. By tracking the expected residual value over time for each country, with the assumption that anomalies are relatively rare events, an expected anomalous threshold can be determined based on the likelihood of a given observed error for that country.
In data where errors are assumed to be normally distributed, the appropriate means to calculate such an error is through the use of a rolling mean average error and standard deviation about the mean. This allows for the typical variance of the data to be accounted for in the analysis, and anomalies defined as those that fall outside of a number of standard deviations from the mean.
Unfortunately, the mean and standard deviations are not robust against outliers in the dataset as they rely on the assumption that errors are gaussian. We instead make use of the median absolute deviation about the median (MAD) to define the expected error in normal usage [18] .
In contrast to the mean and standard deviation, the median is robust against outliers in the dataset; a small number of extreme events do not significantly alter its value. Similarly, by taking the median of the absolute deviations about the median as a measure of the statistical dispersion in the dataset, we avoid these anomalies from overly affecting the remaining data points.
This approach allows the threshold for anomalies to expressed in terms of a number of median absolute deviations, similarly to typically used standard deviations about the mean. As a default, we consider events as anomalous if they fall outside of 2.5 median absolute deviations 4 from the rolling median value. See [18] for a discussion of the robustness of the median and MAD against outliers, and a justification of a 2.5 median absolute deviation threshold.
Ranking of Countries
As anomalies are judged according to the size of the residual error from the principal componenet analysis, this provides a convenient metric by which to rank countries according to the level of anomalous behaviour that they exhibit in a given time period.
Following the reasoning established in the previous section, we make use of the size of the median absolute deviation about the median as our metric to rank countries. The output of the ranking for the entire observed time period is shown in Figure 5 , and similar outputs can usefully be produced for arbitrary dates and time periods.
Ethics
Conducting research into network filtering presents a number of ethical issues [31] . The most significant of these is that approaches to investigating network filtering may require direct access to filtered networks. In practice this often involves the participation of incountry experts to conduct local network tests.
Due to the uncertain legal, or quasi-legal, status of violating or investigating state-level network filters, it is generally impossible to quantify the risks to research participants in carrying out network tests. The classic models of informed consent used in many other fields of research can be difficult to apply for a number of reasons. Firstly, approaches to broadscale network testing preclude intensive training of research participants due to the time and resource constraints, and providing a disclaimer warning of possible risks is not regarded by most ethics bodies as an appropriate level of informed consent.
Secondly, the possible implications of a user's device being identified as conducting filtering tests are potentially severe, and hard to quantify. Whilst an attempt to perform a DNS request for a suspected blocked social networking site may be considered relatively innocuous by the remote researcher, it may be far more significant to the censor. More seriously, testing for blocking of socially unacceptable or illegal content, such as hate speech or images of sexual abuse, carry more obvious risks to the participant.
As such, where possible, research into network filtering should make use of passive measurements and existing available data sources. The work in this paper is a deliberate attempt to maximise the effectiveness of such a passive approach.
Validation
In this section, we judge the efficacy of our method in terms of its ability to detect anomalies, in a variety of circumstances, as well as its false classification rate.
Error
We discuss here the various possible errors with our approach, and means to analyse them.
Ground Truth
It is extremely difficult to obtain ground truth for internet filtering events, nor are there publicly-available comprehensive lists of filtering. Filtering is, by and large, an opaque process that is rarely announced. Even when states do choose to filter connections openly, the details of that filtering are rarely made public. Existing data therefore relies on word-ofmouth reporting, supported by manual investigation, which has resulted in a dearth of reliable or comprehensive data concerning global filtering.
This poses a problem when attempting to calculate error in our approach, as we have no objective data against which to correlate identified events. Whilst we can attempt to correlate flagged anomalies with events that have been reported and discussed elsewhere, we cannot claim with certainly that we have detected all anomalies.
In the the following sections we attempt to address this lack both by injecting synthetic anomalies into the data, as well as comparing anomalies detected by our method against an existing lists of filtering events.
To evaluate our method, however, we must examine both false positive and false negative rates. A false positive for this approach is be a period where there is no anomalous activity, but anomalous activity is detected; a false negative is a period in which there is anomalous activity but is is not detected.
False Positives
As with any unsupervised machine learning technique the issue of false positives is difficult to address; if our approach detects a period of anomalous behaviour, we have no objective means to ascertain that that period was not anomalous.
Our approach analyses real world data, and any activity that is flagged as anomalous is flagged as such because that time period within the data itself is anomalous. As there is no complete list of all anomalous events it is impossible for our approach to judge any observed anomaly as a false positive.
We similarly cannot make claims about the causes of detected anomalies. This work considers the correlation between filtering and fluctuations in the number of users of censorship circumvention tools, however there are other events that can create such fluctuations, and these would equally lead to an period being flagged.
A natural example of this could be a nation's internet failing, resulting in a total lack of connections from that nation. Our approach would detect and flag this as an anomaly, however this is clearly not a censorship event 5 .
False Negatives
Some tampering may be too small or subtle to be detected with our method. While many of the censorship events that make the news a wide sweeping filtering of specific sites or content, some will be minor networking or approach changes that are not immediately obvious. It is important to assess the strength of our approach by determining how large an anomaly must be before it is detected.
One method of doing this is by generating anomalies and injecting them into a period that is otherwise anomaly free. This allows us to change the scale and properties of the anomalies that we inject, to determine how large an anomaly has to be before it is detected. We take this approach in §4.2.
An alternative test for false negatives is to compare the results from our method with an external list of censorship events. This allows us to test whether periods exist in which we did not detect anomalous behaviour during a period where external sources believe an event occurred. We take this approach in §4.3.
Discounting of Global Anomalies
A significant aspect of our approach is its ability to discount global effects in the time series in favour of small local effects. This is most notable in the Tor usage statistics in the period beginning in mid-August 2013, at which point a large-scale botnet known as Sefnit began to use the Tor network for its commandand-control infrastructure [8] .
In this period, as shown in Figure 5 , global Tor usage experienced a sharp increase of almost an order of magnitude during this period. Despite this extreme alteration in global usage patterns, however, the botnet and its subsequent decline are not, for the majority of countries, highlighted as anomalous periods.
Detection of Injected Events
In this section we inject anomalous events into the data, and observe whether these events are detected and flagged as anomalous. This allows us to determine how great the effect of an anomalous event must be before it is detected. It also allows us to test for false negatives, by determining whether either periods of negativity still display as negative after we have injected an anomalous event into them, or whether the injected event has been correctly identified. False negatives are periods where there is an anomalous event that has not been detected.
We choose to inject our anomalies into for an 18 month period between 21st August 2013 and 21st February 2014 into the timeline of Belgium. We choose this period and country for three reasons:
• There are a relatively stable amount of users relative to the total, yet there is still a large amount of variation present thanks to the introduction of the Sefnit botnet spike (see section 4.1.4). This allows our injected anomalies to be tested over periods of both stability and flux.
• Our method does not detect any anomalous activity over this period. This is important to ensure that when we detect anomalous activity, that detection is due to the injected anomaly and not due to an anomaly that already existed within the data.
• There has been no evidence or reports that we are aware of that give any indication to a genuine anomaly in Belgium during this time period.
For these experiments we consider our method to have correctly identified an injected anomaly if over 50% of the days where the injected anomaly is occurring is classified as anomalous. This ensures that we only mark a period as anomalous if we detect a majority of its days as outside of typical patterns. This is a relatively conservative approach that could arguably be relaxed in real-world usage.
We generate our fake anomalies based on properties observed in the real data. The strength of the injected anomalies is based on the average daily users for that country, and magnified upwards or downwards gradually to create the anomaly. The anomalies we inject either reduce or increase the number of users by between 0% and 100%, in either a positive or negative direction. They apply their magnifier gradually, ranging over periods of 7 and 49 days. The experiment was ran 1000 times over a range of different magnitudes, including injected anomalies that both positively and negatively impacted the amount of users.
Anomalies with a greater or more sudden effect are easier to detect, while anomalies that are small or gradual are more difficult. To counter this, the generated anomalies are less extreme than many anomalies identified in the real world.
Results
The results of these experiments are shown in Figure 3, showing the changing success rate of detection as the strength of the anomaly increases. Over 50% of anomalies are detected when the anomaly has a positive magnitude of 20% of the total; this rises to a 90% detection rate as the magnitude of the positive anomaly approaches 50% of the unaltered value.
Anomalies with a negative magnitude are detected with a slightly smaller change in the absolute numbers. Over 90% of cases are detected when anomalies reduce the number of users by 30%. At a 50% reduction, 98% of anomalies are detected 6 .
Detection of Known Events
Having calculated anomalous statistics over the historical Tor data set, we now aim to validate our approach by comparing detected anomalies against countries and periods in which internet restrictions are known to have been applied, or in which significant events were occurring that may have influenced usage of circumvention tools. As noted above, there is a significant lack of ground truth against which to verify our approach. However, it is desirable to validate against an known filtering events whenever possible. To avoid arbitrary selection of favourable cases, however, we restrict our analysis to an externally generated list of reported events.
For this purpose we use [1] , a list of reported and verified filtering events against the Tor network dating from 2008 to 2015. This list includes a brief description of each reported event, the dates when the event was first reported, and how the method was resolved.
This list is sadly brief, reflecting the lack of data available concerning this topic. As mentioned above, one goal of the technique presented here is to provide a baseline of reliable indicators to allow for anomalies to be identified and investigated more thoroughly.
The Tor Project's metrics data does not cover the full range of events listed in [1] . For those events that do fall within the available data, we analyse here whether these would be detected by our approach.
We consider to have successfully detected a reported anomaly if it is flagged coinciding with the reporting time period. It could be argued that this range should be extended, as a reported anomaly is likely to have started before the report, however we restrict ourselves to this narrow criterion.
As shown in Figure 4 , there are only eight reported events that coincide with the published data. Of these, our tool successfully detected five events, and was unsuccesful in detecting a sixth.
For the remaining two events, blocking was carried out against a Tor's bridge nodes, which are aimed at users who cannot access the normal Tor relays. Data relating to these events falls into a separate dataset not analysed in our results. Bridge node data is noticeably more sparse, due to the much smaller number of users, with only 40 countries in the dataset meeting our usual minimal criteria for numbers of users in a country. We therefore fail to detect anomalous usage in these periods, suggesting that interference with bridge nodes did not significantly affect typical Tor usage at the time. Figure 5 illustrates the ten most anomalous countries according to their median absolute deviation from the median. Shaded regions denote periods of anomalous usage, according to our tool.
Most Anomalous Countries
In order, the ten highest-scoring countries over the period from September 2011 until August 2016, and the median absolute deviation of their residuals errors, are shown in Figure 6 . While this list includes several of the most well-known filtering states, there are several members of the list that have not received significant attention from the filtering community, and are worthy of further investigation.
Discussion
As noted several times above, it is a key limitation to the analysis of this approach that there is no objective ground truth against which to validate the detection rates, and particularly the false positive rate, of our tool. In addition, raw traffic data does not allow for the isolation of filtering events from other forms of intervention, such as network outages or even social and political unrest. In §6, we discuss the implications of this and potential avenues of mitigation. Despite this, the validation and results of §4 do strongly suggest that the analysis here is practically useful. Whilst we cannot objectively identify censorship detection from this approach we do, as expressed in §1, claim that the highlighted anomalies detected by our approach are strong indicators of regions of likely interest to the internet filtering research and activist communities.
More directly, the experimental validation in the previous section demonstrates that the approach presented here does detect, with reasonable success, a large number of anomalies with varying magnitudes and durations. Again, whilst this cannot conclusively claim identification of internet filtering, we suggest that it provides a valuable practical tool to highlight regions and periods of interest as the starting point for more targeted investigations.
Future Work
We have demonstrated that principal component analysis can detect various forms of censorshiprelated events. It would be useful to classify these types of event more explicitly, and to determine appropriate parameters for detecting different classes of filtering-related event.
Whilst the work presented here has focused on the application of our technique to Tor metrics data, the method is more generally applicable. Applying the techniques presented here to other data sources is the most obvious direct extension to this work, and we have made preliminary analyses based on Tor bridge data, data from the Measurement Lab [10] , as well as evaluating data from the OONI Project [22] for its applicability in detecting filtering. Other data sources, such as social media, are also likely candidates for analysis.
Our main planned extension to the current work is to develop means to combine multiple data sources into the model, both to strengthen the power of the predictions and to allow events such as network outages to be discounted in the analysis so as to focus more fully on internet filtering events.
A key line of enquiry is to adapt this approach to more sophisticated techniques than principal component analysis. Several similar but improved techniques allow for more effective consideration of the time domain in the analysed data, and the incorporation of multiple data sources per country, allowing for discounting of extraneous factors such as network outages.
Conclusions
In this work we have presented an approach based on principal component analysis to detect anomalous periods in per-country usage statistics from globallygathered time series. We demonstrate that application of this approach to statistics gathered by the Tor Project's metrics portal provides a means to indicate potential filtering and censorship-related events at the global level.
To our knowledge, this work provides the first generally applicable tool for detecting a broad class of internet filtering events on a global scale, without the need to focus on individual countries and dynamically adapting to changing patterns of usage. Countries exhibiting anomalous behaviour are automatically identified, and can be subjected to further, more targeted, investigation.
We have validated our approach by correlating detected anomalous periods with known events, and have also demonstrated the effectiveness of the technique by injecting artificial anomalies into an otherwise normal time series and demonstrating the sensitivity of our approach to these anomalies.
Beyond the technique itself, the analyses presented in this work have identified several states that are known to engage in active filtering, but have also highlighted patterns of anomalous behaviour in several states that have not received significant attention from the internet censorship research community. Conducting more detailed investigations of these countries is a promising focus for future research.
In addition to the underlying technique and tool developed to detect anomalous periods of behaviour, we have suggested, and provided initial evidence, that the use of the Tor metrics data, amongst other sources, is of use not only as an indicator of its own usage patterns, but as a practical proxy variable for a much wider class of political and social events. This presents significant potential for researchers, policy makers, and activists investigating global freedom of expression.
A Further Outputs
A.1 Demonstrated Residuals Figure 7 illustrates the same dataset as Figure 5 , but showing a normalised plot of the residual error rather than simply highlighted anomalous periods. 
A.2 Recent Anomalies

